Report Overview
Funds Center Summary for a User (Monthly E-Mail)
Each month a report is sent to users who have primary responsibility for funds centers. A funds
center can have one, and only one, primary responsible person. The report lists all funds
centers for the user, and a summarized budget to actual comparison.
The following is an example of the report for a sample user:

The funds center number and name appear in the first two columns. The accountant serving
the funds center is listed in the Contact column. (If the Contact column is blank (#), you should
contact Lora Lee Bertig for questions on the funds center). The next column indicates whether
Uses (expenses and transfers-out), or Sources (revenues and transfers-in) are being reported.
The amount columns display the budget, actual or commitments (i.e. open orders), a variance
to the budget amount, and the percentage of budget spent or received (in the case of sources).
All amounts are as of the date the report was run, for the indicated fiscal year. The end of the
report (Overall Result) shows the total sources and uses for all reported funds centers.
Let’s review the examples on the report, in order to better understand the balances and the
calculations of Variance and Percent of Budget.
Department #1 – Spending is within budget

Department #1 is showing a $30,000 uses budget with only $10,000 spent. That means the
variance of $20,000 is how much budget is available to be spent. The 10,000 spent is 33% of
the budget for Department #1.
Department #2 – Spending is over budget

Department #2 is showing a $30,000 uses budget; however, in this case $32,000 has been used.
The variance of -$2,000 is unfavorable (spending is over the budget). The 32,000 spent is
106.7% of the budget for Department #2.
Designated #1 – both a sources and a uses budget

Designated funds center #1 is showing both a sources and a uses budget. Designated funds will
have a revenue source and/or transfers to fund the expenses of the funds center. In this case
the expected sources are $7,000.
Why do the budget and actual amounts for sources show up as a negative? This is an
unfortunate and often times confusing aspect of many accounting systems. In the case of
sources, the negative indicator really means a credit. Credits are good; therefore, the -$7,000
in the budget column, and the -$3,000 in the actual column indicate expected sources and
actual sources, respectively.
A negative in the variance column is always unfavorable. The variance column has been set
up so that a negative amount is always an unfavorable situation, no matter if it’s a source or a
use. The sources variance of -$4,000, means that there is still $4,000 to be received. The
$3,000 received so far is 42.9% of the expected sources (budget). This could be because it is
early in the year and revenues will eventually be received, or it may be that the revenues
expected from operations are less than expected. If revenues appear to be falling short of
expectations, you should take steps to reduce expenditures or take other corrective measures.
Designated #2 – sources are favorable, uses are unfavorable

Designated funds center #2 is showing a favorable sources variance, with an unfavorable uses
variance. While the funds center is over budget for uses, more sources were received than
expected. The overall picture of this funds center is favorable because the positive $2,000
sources variance is greater than the $1,000 negative uses variance.
Frequently Asked Questions:
Why do some funds centers only have a uses row and others only have a sources row? The
report will only present information with actual balances. For example, if a funds center has
only a uses budget, a sources row will not be printed.

Why is a funds center missing from the report? It could be that the funds center does not
have balances in the current year. This could happen early in the year, or with grants or
designated funds that have been closed at the end of the previous year. It could also mean that
the funds center has been assigned (in the system) to another user. There are web reports to
show the assignment of funds centers, or you can contact the accounting office to verify the
assignment.
I am a department chair, why don’t I see all the funds centers in my department? This report
is only for funds center where you are the primary responsible person. There may be other
funds centers in your department that have another user as the primary person. There is
another broadcasted (e-mailed) report that will include all funds centers in your department,
regardless of who is the primary person.
How can I see the report more frequently with more detail? The regular SAP system is always
available for online reporting. There is also a web based report system which has a variety of
reports that can be customized by the user. Please note that while this e-mailed report is
intended to provide a regular overview of balances, it is not intended to be a replacement for
the information available in either the regular SAP system or the web based reports.
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